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The question, ''What spray or sprays are best for Illinois con-
ditions" is one which we have been working on at the University 
of. illinois for several years. The spray which is to be the most 
successful must be one which will control most thoroly the in-
sect and fungous diseases of our fruits and at the same time be 
economical of material and labor. Different strengths of copper 
sulfate in Bordeaux sprays have been tried from year to year with 
varying results. This irregularity of the use of a definite spray 
is due partly to the weather conditions of the seasons and partly 
thru an attempt to reduce the cost. 
*The records and photographs for this paper were taken by Mr. L. E. Foglesong, 
who also assisted in the preparation of the data for publication. 
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The use of Bordeaux mixtures in spraying has led to con-
siderable trouble in the russeting of the fruit and burning of the 
toliage. The causes of these troubles are discussed by C. S. 
Crandall in Bulletin No. 135 Illinois Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, entitled "Bordeaux Mixture", in which three precautions 
are mentioned in regard to the preparation and application of 
Bordeaux mixture. They are: First, use only pure materials; 
second, prepare the mixture properly according to the given for-
mulre; third, apply it effectively. The first two factors are read-
ily controlled but the third lies so much with the character of the 
labor employed that much careful supervision is necessary. These 
precautions apply likewise to other sprays. 
Early in the spring of 1908 the Department of Horticulture 
started an elaborate series of experiments to determine a stand· 
ard spray mixture. Plats were laid out in an orchard at Jersey-
ville and also at Flora. Owing to late frost and the small 
prospect of a crop the work at Jerseyville was abandoned, but 
the work at Flora was continued until the close of the season. The 
results of this work were expressed in a series of notes giving the 
effect thr,uout the summer of the sprays upon the foliage. The 
results of the work of 1908, together with the experiences of the 
members of the Horticultural Society and suggestions from pub-
lications of other agricultural experiment stations, gave rna· 
terial for the formulation of a tentative spray outline for 1909. 
This tentative outline was laid before the Advisory Committee of 
the Horticultural Department and. with their approval was car-
ried out. The work was carried on in two apple sections-Flora, 
in Clay County, representing the southern district and Griggs-
ville, in Pike County, the central. The Flora orchard consists 
of thirty acres, two-thirds of it planted with · Ben Davis trees 
and the balance with Jonathan. The experiments were con-
ducted half on the Jonathan and half on the Ben Davis, the latter 
dealing with the varying strengths of Bordeaux. The Sawdon 
orchard at Griggsville where the work was done _presented 
several striking differences from the- orchard at Flora. The 
general lay of the land at Griggsville is rolling, with better at-
mospheric drainage, but the orchard had been uncar-ed for since 
used by the Department of Horticulture for its experiments in 
1906. There are six acres in the tract, most of which was used 
jn the tests; the remainder being sprayed to control the insects. 
The principal varieties were Milam and Ben Davis; on the former 
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were placed the sprays which were upon the Jonathan's at 
Flora, and upon the Ben Davis were the experiments relating to 
the Bordeaux sprays. 
SPRAY PROGRAM1 
The spray program was grouped into the following subdi-
visions: 
1. Tests of V8Jrious brands of arsenate of lead and Paris green. 
2. Use of commercial lime and sulfur as a summer spray, alone, and in 
combination with Paris green or arsenate of lead. 
3. Self-boiled lime and sulfur test of three strengths. 
4. Determining f<?r 1909 the most effective time of application of Bord4 
eaux spray; whether before or after bloom. 
5. Comparing the value and cost of Targ~t Brand Quick Bordeaux 
with a homemade mixture. 
6. Best method of slaking lime. 
7. Test of various brands of lime; three being tried. 
8. Determining the most efficient arsenical tO' use with Bordeaux mix- ' 
ture. 
·9. Result of reducing the copper ~ulfate content of Bordeaux while the 
amounts of lime and arsenate of lead were constant. 
10. Result of reducing equally the copper sulfate and lime content of Bor-
deaux. 
11. Value of iron sulfate in B.ordeaux as a "dilution sticker" to hold the 
spray on the foliage. 
12. A single heavy application of arsenate of lead after the bloom falls to 
determine its value in controlling codling moth. 
In addition to these plats several trees were left unsprayed 
which were used as a comparison with the sprayed trees to show 
the effect of spraying. The experiment covered 46 plats and 
1.03 trees; each plat consisting of two trees. The plats all received 
five applications of spray, except where a less number was called 
for, in which case a report was made .of that fact. 
DATES OF APPLICATION 
The first application was made just as the blossom buds 
were showing red and before they opened; this was April 27 to 
May 3. There were a few blooms out at the latter date. The 
second application was made after all the petals had fallen. 
The Ben Davis blooms were in an ideal condition at the time of 
this application, May 11 to 14. The third application was to 
follow at an interval of ten days and the applications were made 
1 For complete spray program see pages 28 to 31. 
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May 21 to 27, the added time being due to weather conditions 
which delayed the work. Two more applications were made dur-
ing the summer about June 25 . and July 15. All the applica-
tions were made with a hand spray outfit, a No. 4 Eclipse pump 
being used, and the sprayi:r;tg was done by the same man each 
time in order to eliminate the difference which occurs when work 
is done by different men. All the spray material u ed during 
the season for the different plats was. prepared from the same 
supply and held in sealed jars until needed. 
RECORDS TAKEN 
As soon as the work started and the plats were laid out Mr. 
L. E. Foglesong, at Gtiggsville, and ~ir. J. A. Drew; at Flora, 
kept records of all developments of interest until the close of the 
season. These records dea:lt with the following phases of tree 
;growth: date of opening of the buds and rate of development; 
·.amount of bloom; condjtions regarding the applications of spray; 
weather and foliage. The spraying record shows when the sprays 
. were applied, condition of the trees, behavior of the spray and 
:any other items of interest and value. The improperly pollinated 
fruits began to fall in numbers on ::May 18; and June 11, all 
fallen fruits were gathered and after being counted a portion was 
examined critically to determine the cause of fall. At intervals 
during the summer the windfall fruits were gathered, counted, 
and a record made of the insect marks and fungous growths found. 
Particular note was made of the amount of russet, scab, decay, 
blotch, bitter rot, etc., for the diseases, and of the curculio and 
codling moth for the insects. This gave a set of data which 
showed the extent to which a given diseas or insect was being 
controlled by a given sprp,y. One hundred windfalls from each 
tree were examined to get this data, and when the crop was picked 
in the fall the number was increased to two hundred per tree~ 
which gave a basis upon which to figure the percentage of injury. 
In examining the apples for diseases and insects any mark 
()n the fruit would be counted, so that an apple with one curculio 
crescent would be classed as "curculio", but when it came to 
grading the apple for the barrel it would go as a No. 1 unless the 
injury was large enough to be very conspicuous. This statement 
will account in part for the apparent difference between the per-
centage of deformities on the fruit and the commercial grading. 
V\Then harvesting the crop during the latter part of September, 
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all the fruit was weighed, counted, and measured so as to have an 
index to the size of the fruit, as there was great difference in 
the different plats. After being counted, the individual fruits 
were graded by a local packer into the ordinary run of No. 1's, No. 
2's and culls; a record being made of each basket of fruit when 
taken away from the sorting table. This gave an idea of the 
eommercial value of the spray. 
FIG 1. HARVESTING THE CROP, SHOWING THE METHOD USED IN OBTAINING RECORDS. 
FACTORS lNFL UENOING CONOL USIONS 
The following factors can be considered in drawing conclu-
sions regarding the value or effects of the various sprays: 
1. ~he effect upon the foliage which will react upon both 
the tree and fruit, for no plant does well after losing a good part 
of its leaf surface. 
2. The amount of the various diseases and insect injury 
upon the frui~ which is expressed in terms of percentage for ease 
of comparison. 
3. The percentage of windfalls and picked fruit. 
4. The relative value of the fruit as shown by the bushels 
of No. 1 and No. 2 fruit and the cash value of these grades. In 
considering the question of cash value per plat it was assumed 
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that No. 1 fruit was worth seventy-five cents and No. 2 fruit fifty 
cents per bushel, while the culls would not bring :n;tore than 
twenty-five cents per ·hundred, or twelve and one-half cents per 
bushel. · These were such prices as the fruit was worth in the 
orchard ·at the time of harvesting. _The crop at Griggsville was 
sold to a buyer for two dollars and seventy-five cents per barrel, 
f. o. b., Griggsville. The value of the fruit per plat divided by 
the bushels of fruit picked per ·plat gives the value per bushel 
of the fruit for that particular spraying; this being the gross 
value without considering the cost of applying the spray or har-
vesting. 
5. To further equalize results the cost of the spray 
1naterials for fifty gailons of spray was figured for five applica-
tions or such number as were applied. The copper sulfate costs 
six cents; lime, six tenths cents; arsenate of ~ea<f, eleven cents; 
and Paris green forty cents, per pound for all brands; homemade 
arsenate of lead fourteen cents for material to use in fifty gallons 
of diluted spray, and commercial lime and sulfur at twenty 
cents per gallon. The cost of the spray for each of the fifty gal-
lons for five applications, or 250 gallons, was computed and is giv-
en in the tables as -the cost of spray materials. This was further 
reduced to the cost per plat by dividing by 8 14, which would 
be the number of plats of two trees each, which fifty gallons of 
spray would cover with three gallons per application. No effort 
was made to include the cost of labor, machinery or harvesting 
for these were constant factors for all plats. The cost of the 
spray material per bushel was found by dividing the cost per 
plat by the number of bushels produced on the plat. The cost 
of the spray material per bushel when subtracted from the cash 
value per bushel, gives the net value, or the index of the 
commercial value of th~ spray, used on that plat. The 
net value is very constant for the same spray, and varies but 
little with the different sprays. In this net value per bushel 
the final sum!fiing up of all influences which affected the fruit be-
fore it was placed in the barrel is shown, for if the tree lost its 
leaves early in the season or the majority of the fruit fell early, 
or if the spray was cheap, or the yield small, this all affected 
the final net value. This puts before the grower the results of 
the season's experiments in terms of what the spray accomplished 
in the way of increasing the value of the crop. Back of this net 
value the other factors must be taken into consideration, for 
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the reason that one spray is more successful than another is as 
important as the final result. The tables which appear in the 
text do not give the complete data/ but such conden~ed items as 
are the most important to the proper interpretation of the net 
value. 
This report is based almost entirely upon the data obtained 
in the Griggsville orchard which was under the immediate charge 
of Mr. L. E. Foglesong. The same work at Flora was of slight 
value this year owing to the very small crop of fruit. 
TESTS OF ARSENATE OF LEAD AND PARIS GREEN. 
The first division of the test relates to a comparison of the 
different brands of arsenate of lead and Paris green. Three 
brands ·of arsenate of lead were purchased for this test; that 
made by the Grasselli Chemical Company; of Cleveland, Ohio; 
the Sherwin-William's Company, Chicago; the Target Brand 
Arsenate of lead sold by the Horticultural Distributing Co., of 
:M:artinsburg, West Virginia.; and in comparison with these a 
homemade arsenate of lead. The latter half of this series deals 
with Paris green of Sherwin-Williams' make, and Ansbaucker's, 
which was purchased locally in southern Illinois, but manufac-
tured in New York. In view of the -pure insecticide bill now be-
fore Congress it is interesting to note the condition of the arsenate 
of lead which was received from the three -firms. The proposed 
bill provides that the moisture content of the paste ~hall not ex-
ceed fifty percent. The material received from the Grasselli Com-
pany was well packed in substantial oak kegs of one hundred 
pounds each, two kegs had the paste in a rather dry, stiff condition 
while the contents of the third keg was not as dry and much more 
readily worked into condition for use. The Target brand of 
arsenate of lead had considerable water and was also in excel-
lent physical condition for mixing with the Bordeaux. The Sher-
yvin-William's product was received in low tub-like packages made 
of soft wood which soon dried out.' To keep their paste in a 
form to work up readily they had added considerable water and 
marked ,on th~ package that th~re was an excess of twenty-five 
percent in weight. When arsenate of lead paste is · weighed out 
for use with Bordeaux it is impossible to get only the paste, and 
where there is an excess of water in the paste it seems as if part 
of this is sure to be weighed in as paste, reducing the efficiency of 
1 See appendix for complete data, pages 27 to 39 . 
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the spray by that much. The poor results of the Sherwin-Wil-
liam's arsenate of lead in the tests, is ~ue in part to this excess of 
moisture in their product. 
TEST OF ARSENICAL SPRA YS 1 
Percent Total picked crop Cost of spray Net 
Plat Treatment Cod- Value 5 ap- value Our- ling No. Culls Bush- Value plica- Per par culio l's els per bu. bu. moth bu. tions 
- -- - -- -
Arsenate of L ead 
Check ....... 93.9 11.2 00.0 6~.5 4.00 H.07 $ .26 $0.00 $.000 $.261 
1 Grasse lli -3 1 b . 6~.1 1.0 20.9 ~3.2 10.75 5.00 .46 1.65 .038 .427 
2 Grasselli-2 lb. 59.9 1.5 25.0 8.3 12.00 6.37 .53 1.10 .019 .512 
3 Unsprayed ..... 83.9 14.2 10.7 53.6 3.73 1.21 .32 .00 .000 .325 
4 Target brand-
3 lb ......... 69.4 ·.6 17.0 20.0 8.75 4.l0 .47 1.65 .047 .422 
5 Sherwin- Will-
iams-3 lb ... 75.5 1.4 16-.0 36.0 12.50 5.06 .41 1.65 .033 .372 
Check .......... 84.4 17.7 0.0 66.7 3.00 .75 .25 .00 .000 .250 
6 Homemade .... 66.2 4.6 41.5 13.2 13.25 7.34 .55 .70 .013 .541 
7 Check ........... 91.8 14.5 4.3 52.1 5.75 1.83- .32 .00 .000 .318 
Paris Green-
8 Sherwin-Will- 88.2 1.0 - .0 66 .7 1.50 .38 .25 .50 .022 .231 
iams !- lb . . ... 
9 Ansbaucker t 1 b 74 .5 3.5 15.1 43.4 13. 25 4.97 .37 .50 .006 .369 
In considering the data in the above table, it is well to know 
that the arsenical _spray was applied alone, except for the use of 
one pound of lime with the Paris green to fifty gallons of water. 
_Homemade arsenate of lead, Plat No. 6, gave the highest net 
value per bushel, followed by Grasselli's arsenate of lead 
2 pounds strength. · These two sprays were the most 
effective in holding the curculio and apple scab in check. Plat 
No. 6 was sprayed with homemade arsenate of lead made by taking 
ten ounces of arsenate of soda and twenty-four ounces acetate 
of lead, and after dissolving, water was added to make fifty 
gallons of spray. The chemicals for this cost fourteen cents as 
compared with twenty-two cents for the commercial arsenate of 
lead of equal effectiveness. The homemade arsenate of lead is 
more easily prepared for use than the commercial, but the main 
difficulty lies in obtaining the ·chemicals of a standard purity. 
r~rhis spray has attained its high value from the small percentage 
of fruits which fell before picking time and the high grade of the 
fruit on the sorting table; 41.5 percent of which were No. l's, of a 
1 For complete data see page 33. 
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better size, shape and color, and had less scab than any other 
plat in this group. The foliage also was fair -with less loss of 
leaves ·due to attacks of yellow leaf. Grasselli's arsenate of lead 
Plat No. 2, gave a better result in regard to the control of 
insects and scab than Plat No. 6, the homemade arsenate. It 
likewise had ninety percent of the fruit to go into the barrel and 
it was of fine quality. The comparison between Plats No. 1 
(three pounds arsenate of lead), and No. 2 (two pounds arsenate 
of lead) is very interesting. There are so many recommenda-
tions for the use of a three pound spray that the results here are 
interesting because this time two pounds of the same brand of 
arsenate of lead were more effective in holding the insects in check 
than three pounds, and this was most marked in the case of the 
curculio; by giving the fruit a larger percent of No. 1's there was 
an increased value of nine cents per bushel. 
The three brands of commercial arsenate of lead using three 
pounds eac_h of paste to fifty gallons of water present fairly uni-
form results. Plats No. 1 ( Grasselli) and No. 4 (Target) gave re-
sults very close together, there being a difference of only one-half 
cent in net value between them; No. 5 (Sherwin-Williams) was 
hardly as effective with the curculio though of equal value in con-
trolling other insects. The low value of the latter may be due in 
part to the excess of water in their paste. The results of the tests of 
Paris green and lime were similar at both places, in both 1908 and 
1909. The addition of one pound of lime to fifty gallons of spray 
does not seem to be sufficient to prevent burning of the leaves. The 
leaves fell soon after the second spray was applied and a new set 
was produced later. The burning on No. 9 was less than on the 
other plats. The fruit from the Paris green sprayed trees was of 
small size, with a high color but pitted and burned by the spray, 
so that it was not as salable as that sprayed with arsenate of lead. , 
Paris green as a spray does not seem to be worth as much as 
arsenate of lead in general value as an insecticide. The advan-
tages which arsenate of lead have over Paris green will be seen 
in the better fruit produced where it is used, and the fact that it 
will remain on the trees longer after application. 
LIME AND SULFUR AS SUMMER SPRAY 
The use of commercial lime and. sulfur as a summer spray has 
Jed to many experiments and much discussion. To have some 
information of interest to Illinois apple growers, extensive ex-
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periments were carried on at Flora to determine what dilution 
could be used in Illinois. Another series of tests was conducted 
to show the effect of adding arsenate of lead and Paris green to 
the spray. To determine the proper dilution of the commercial 
Jnaterial three standard brands were obtained and tested on plats 
arranged side by side, two trees to the "plat, with every fourth 
row left unsprayed for comparison. The strongest dilution for 
a summer spray was at the rate of one gallon of the material to 
twenty gallons of water and this was reduced by quantities of 
five gallons of water until the strength was one to sixty. These 
plats were all sprayed when the buds were dormant, March 27, 
with lime and sulfur one gallon to eleven gallons of water. The 
next application came April27,28, which was just before the bloom 
opened but showing a good red color. For this spraying the 
diluted material was used. Immediately after the bloom fell 
all plats, except those to receive Paris green or no ar~enical, 
rereived an application of arsenate of lead at· the rate of two 
pounds to fi~ty gallons of water. After the fruit had set 
l\1ay 19, 20, the diluted sprays were again applied, as well as 
a month later, June 28 to 30. In addition to these plats sprayed 
with commercial lime and sulfur, Target Brand Scale Destroyer 
was tried in different dilutions upon the recomntendation that 
it was more effective than lime and sulfur in the control of scab. 
~l'hree strengths of self-boiled lime and sulfur were tried and the 
test was unsatisfactory for the reason that the small quantities 
of lime used did not have sufficient heat to get the re-
quired "action" due to the heat being absorbed by the ·pail used 
to slack the lime. The only data at hand upon which 
to base an estimate of the value of the spray was upon the relative 
effects of the applications upon the foliage, for the Ben Davis 
crop was a failure at Flora. The fruit yield of these trees averaged 
25 apples, which was not sufficient to form d~finite con-
clusions. ··The general ·appearance of the trees sprayed with lime 
and sulfur was better than those sprayed with Bordeaux, while 
the absence of yellow leaf on the lime and sulfur trees was quite 
marked and no injurious effects of the spray were noted. 
LIME AND SULFUR WITH ARSENATE OF LEAD 
At both Flora and Griggsville tests of commercial lime and 
::11lfur were carried on with arsen~te of lead or Paris green in 
the spray to control the codling moth, as compared with the lime 
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~tnd sulfur alone. All plats were sprayed five times and with the 
same dilution of commercial material, the arsenate of lead being 
used at the rate of three pounds to fifty gallons of spray. 
The following table gives some interesting data in regard 
to these tests : 
TEST OF LIME AND SULFUR SPRAYS 1 
Percent Total picked crop • Cost Net 
Cod- Value of value Plat Treatment Scab Cur- ling Wind- Bar- Bu. Value spray per 
culio falls reled per per moth bu. Bu . . bu. 
1- 1-------1---
11 L and S- Paris 
Green !- lb ... 53.2 84.2 3.9 51.8 80.0 7 .0 $3.46 $ .49 i> .04 $ .4& 
12 Land S-1 to 30 38.8 71.5 25.0 56.2 80.7 7.7 3.88 .50 .03 .47 
. 13 L and S- Ar-
senate lead . . 72.3 72.8 3.8 24.6 84.6 13.0 6 .87 .53 .03 .50 
Check . ........ 94.9 96.7 10.7 66.7 20.0 1.2 .25 .20 .00 .20 
In considering the effect upon the scab it will be seen that 
the lime and sulfur alone is more effective than in combination 
with the arsenical, the increase of forty percent in the percent of 
scab where arsenate of lead was used being quite marked. In 
regard to the control of the codling moth we have a marked in-
erease in the value of the arsenical in the spray. The curculio 
percent is fairly uniform, for the lime and sulfur seems to ac~ 
more as a repellent than a poison. Turning to the percentage 
of windfall and picked fruit it will be seen at once that the lime 
and sulfur with the arsenate of lead had ·seventy percent of the 
fruit on the trees at picking time, thirty-five percent being No. 1, 
worth on the whole five cents more in net value than when 
sprayed with Paris green; while the advantage over lime and 
sulfur alone was not so marked. All three sprays had a low per-
centage of russet which is more prevalent in Bordeaux sprayed 
fruit. This result in favor of the arsenate of lead, lime, and 
sulfur, Plat No. 13, is not in accordance with the laboratory 
result which is that there is a chemical action between the two 
materials, the result of which will injure the foliage. This may 
occur in a season when the weatherconditions,as regards moisture, 
are not as favorable as in 1908. This year the arsenate of lead 
plat had the best foliage of any plat in the Milam .series, some of 
I See page 34 for complete data. 
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FIG 2. A SAMPLE OF 200 APPLES TAKEN FROM PLAT No. 13, "WHICH WAS SPRAYED FIVE 
Tn1ES WITH COMMERCIAL LIME AND SULFUR 1 TO 30, AND ARSENATE 
OF LEAD THREE POUNDS TO FIFTY GALLONS. 
Data for plat No. 13 based on picked · fruit.. 
Culls. No.2. No. 1. 
15.40 percent. 50.00 percent. 34. 60 percent. 
Value$ .25 Value $3.25 Value $3.37 
75.60 percent of crop on trees at picking time. 
Net value per bushel $ .50. 
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FIG 3. A SAMPLE OF 200 APPLES TAKEN FROM PLAT N 0 . . 12, WHICH WAS SPRAYED . FIVE 
TIMES WITH COMMERCIAL LIME AND SULFUR 1 TO '30 WITH NO ARSE ICAL. 
Data for plat No. 12 based on picked fruit. 
Culls. No. 2. No. 1. 
19.30 percent. 51.70 percent. 29.00 percent. 
Value$ .J9 Value $2.00 Value $1.69 
43.75 percent of crop on trees at picking time. · 
Net value per bushel$ .47. 
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FIG 4. A SAMPLE OF 200 APPLES T AKEN F ROM PLAT No. 11, WHICH W.AS SPRAYED FIVE 
TIMES WITH COMMERCIAL LIME A D SULFUR 1 TO 30 AND p ARIS 
GREEN f POUND TO FIFTY GALLONS, 
Daba.for plat No. 11 based on picked fruit. 
Culls. No. ·2. No.1. 
19.'!0 percent. 53.50 percent. 
V alue$ .17 Value $1.88 
51.80 percent of crop on trees at picking 




FIG 5. A SAMPLE OF 200 APPLES TAKEN FROM CHECK TREE No. 36, WHICH WAS UN-
Culls. 
SPRAYED DURING THE SEASON. 
Data for tree No. 36, 
No.2. No.1. 
57.90 percent. 34.70 percent. 7.40 percent. 
Value$ .16 Value$ .37 Value$ .12 
36.40 percent of crop on tree at picking time. 
Value -per bushel $ .33. 
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which received Bordeaux. The general value of the lime and 
sulfur sprays was so marked this season that a further trial will 
be of-great value. 
EFFECTIVE TIME OF APPLICATION OF BORDEAUX 8PRAY1 
Now, is the first, second or third application of Bordeaux 
the most effective? This question comes up every year and is 
important because the omission of the spray before the bloom 
will remove one of the most disagreeable sprays to apply. 
Plat No. 20 received the first application of spray only; this was 
FIG 6. A SAMPLE OF 200 .APPLES TAKEN F ROM PLAT No. 20, WHICH WAS SPRAYED ONLY 
BEFORE THE BLOOM' OPENED (APRIL 27) WITH BORDEAUX-ARSENATE OF LEAD. 
Data for plat No. 20 based on picked fruit.. 
No. 1. No. 2. Culls. 
2.84 percent. 52.90 percent. 44.00 percent. 
Value$ .04 Value$ .47 Value$ .09 
45.50 percent of crop on trees at picking time. 
Net value per bushel $ ,31. 
April 28. The fruit from this plat was worth little more than 
culls (Fig. No. 6) for the spray did not control the scab, which 
was not abundant until a short time after the second application. 
Plat No. 21 (Fig. No. 7) received the second application of spra:y 
I For complete data see page 35. 
• 
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FIG 7. A SAMPLE OF 200 APPLES TAKEN FROM PLAT No. 21, WHICH WAS SPRAYED ONf.,Y 
JUST AFTER THE PE'rALS FELL (MAY 12) WITH BORDEAUX-ARSENATE OF LEAD. 
Data for plat No. 21 based on picked fruit. 
No. 1. No. 2. Culls. 
25.00 percent. 50.00 percent. 25.00 percent. 
Value $1:31 Value $1.75 Value$ .22 
54.7 percent of crop on trees at picking time. 
Net value per bushel'$ .46. 
FIG 8. A SAMPLE OF 200 APPLES TAKEN FROM !'LAT No. 19, WHICH WAS SPRAYED TWICE 
AFTER 'rHE BLOOM FELL (MAY 11 AND 21) WITH BORDEAUX-ARSENATE OF LEAD. 
Data for plat No. 19 based on picked fruit. 
No. 1. No. 2. Culls . 
29.20 percent. 51.80 per cent. 19.30 percent. 
Value $2.00 Value. $2.37 Value$ .22 
68.70 percent of crop on trees at picking time. 
Net value per bushel $ .49. 
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only, just after the bloom fell and had a net value fifty percent 
ltigher than the first application only. This was due almost 
entirely to the better control of the scab, for the russet increased 
0p1e twenty-one percent with this application. The third spray 
alone was applied to a plat in which the trees were found later to 
be. abnormal and the results were Q.iscarded. When the valu of 
the sprays in combination is considered ther was little difference 
he;tween the first and second, and the second and third, a matter 
of~ one-half cent more per bushel, while the first and third i" 
.FIG 9, A SAMPLE OF 200 APPLES TAKEN FROM P LAT No. 23, WHICH WAS SPRAYED TWICE, 
ONCE BEFORE (APRIL 28) AND A WEEK AFTER THE BLOOM (MAY 21) 
WITH BORDEAUX -ABSENATE OF LEAD. 
Data for plat No. 23 based on picked fruit. 
No. 1. No. 2. Culls. 
27.80 percent. . 50.00 pereent. 22.20 pP-rcent. 
Value $1.87 Value $2.25 Value$ .25 
59.8 percent of the crop was on the trees at picking time. 
Net value per bushel $ .47. 
vvprth three cents less per bushel-all of which tends to show 
that the second spray was the most important. (See Figs. 8, 9 
and 10.) . 
In this connection it will be of interest to note the effect of 
.3, 4, and 5, applications upon Ben Davis1 • This comparison 
is possible for in. the series testing different brands of lime two 
·of the samples were not received until after the first applications 
bad been made and these plats were left unsprayed until the lime 
:arrived. The spray was the same in both series, four pound~ 
1 See page 39 for data, plats Nos. 31, 32, 34. 
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each of copper sulfate and lime, and two pounds of arsenate of 
lead. The data show that all five applications had 61.5 percent 
of the fruit on the tree at picking time and was worth sixty-five 
cents per bushel, while the plat receiving the four applications 
had seventy-three percent of the fruit to harvest and altho the 
eost of spraying was less, the fruit was worth only sixty-one 
cents, while the last three applications only, 1nade late in the 
l'lG 10. TOTAl, PICKED CROP FROM: TREE No. 52 WHICli WAS ACROSS FROM .THE TREES IN 
PLAT 23 (FIG 9.) UNSPRAYED AND YIELDED 172 APPLES AT PICKING TIME. 
FIG 11. A SAMPLE OF 200 .APPLES TAKEN FROM I'LA'r No. 18, WHICH " - As SPRAYED TWICE, 
ONCE BEFORE THE BLOOMS OPENED (APRIL 28) .AND .AGAIN JU T AFTER THE 
PETALS FE lL (Yf.AY 11) USING BORDEAUX-ARSENATE OF LEAD. 
Data for plat No. 18 based on picked fruits. 
No. I. No, 2. Culls. 
26.25 percent. 56.10 percent. 18.60 percent. 
Value $2.38 Value $3.34 Value $ .28 
46.JO percent of the crop on trees at ~icking time. 
Net value per bushel $ .49. 
See page 35 for data of this experiment. 
-
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season after the scab had gotten a foothold on the fruit was 
worth fifty-eight cents, a decrease ·of seven cents per bushel, and 
the percent of picked fruit was the same as from the check plat. 
This difference between the value of the fruit where the first spray 
was omitted and where all five applications were received appears 
to be due mostly to better control pf the insects, for the percent 
of picked fruits is higher by twelve in favor of the four sprays, 
still the net value is four cents less. All these facts point towards 
the application of the spray before the bloom, for it gives the 
tree protection as regards diseases and insects from the time the 
leaves are any size until the fruit is harvested in the fall. The 
spray must precede an attack of the insect or disease to be effect-
• he; sprays following an attack of a fungus, particularly, are of 
~mall value as•the fungus will grow protected in the leaf tissues 
and the spray can not reach it. 
BORDEAUX AND ARSENICAT_;S 
In the first series of tests where arsenate of lead and Paris 
green were applied without Bordeaux the two pound strength of 
arsenate of lead was found to be more effective than one quarter 
pound of Paris green, and when applied with the lime and ulfur 
spray it still held its place. The next series of tests was to de-
termine the effect of arsenicals when combined with Bordeaux 
n:tixture. The regular spray of four pounds of copper sulfate and 
four pounds of lime · was used thruout and the arsenate of lead or 
Paris green added according to the nature of the test. 
VALUE oF ARSENICAJ,s rN BoRDHAUX Mrx TURE1 
Percent Totals of pick- Cost of spray 
ed crop Net 
Cod- Val- 5 ap-
value 
Plat Treatme:1t . plica- per ling No. Cu~ls Bu. Value ue Per~ bu per tions moth 1's hu. each plat bu. 
. 25 No arsenical. ..... 14.8 21.7 10.9 23.0 $11 ~1 lf.5l $1.32 l$.16 .007 .$.507 
35 .Arsenate of lead 
3lb ........... . 1.0 74.0 .0 19.6 13.43 .68 2.97 .36 .018 .665 
36 Arsenate of lead 
2 lb ... ... ...... 2.8 71.7 1.7 21.6 14.56 .67 2.42 .29 .013 .660 
37 Paris green t lb ... 7.8 53.1 7.9 25.00 15.08 .60 ). 82 .22 .008 .596 
Check ... . ........ 20.4 2.4 36 .0 4.9 1.81 .37 .00 .00 .000 .373 
-
1 For complete data see page 36. 
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. . 
Plat No. 25, which received simply the Bordeaux spray with-
(IUt the arsenical to control the insects, had also the lowest market 
value, followed by the Paris green plat. The fruit of Plat No. 25 
was badly marked by insects at the same time there was a very 
small amount of scab or russet pres~nt. · In considering the value 
of the different arsenicals in Bordeaux Plat :No. 25 received 
three pounds of arsenate of lead and shows up slightly better than 
Plat No. 36 with two pounds, and the Paris green plat No. 37, 
is considerably lower than either. l!'"'rom these conditions it ap-
pears that the Paris green is not so effective a spray when used 
with Bordeaux as with arsenate of lead. Paris green in this test 
bas the advantage of a cheaper cost, more bushels of fruit and a 
larger cash return than any other plat, but the net value is seven 
cents per bushel lower than the arsenate of lead value. This 
lower value is due to the inability of the Paris green to hold in · 
check the curculio and codling moth more than to any other factor. 
While the fruit sprayed with arsenate of lead was clean, smooth 
and of good color that of Plat No. 37 was deformed by curculio 
marks and less attractive. Between the two strengths of arsenate 
of lead there is little choice for where one. gains in one feature the 
other makes up in another and for practical use two pound.s of 
arsenate of lead in the spray will be as efficient as three. 
, EFFICIENCY OF DIFFERENT STRENGTHS OF BORD_EAUX 
The addition of arsenate of lead to a spray appears to reduce 
the efficiency of the spray to control fungous diseases, not only 
with Bordeaux but with lime and sulfur as well. Plat 25, with-
out arsenical, had 7.14 percent of scab and 45.7 percent of russet; 
on Plat No. 36, with two pounds of arsenate of lead there were 
12.9 percent of scab and seventy-eight percent of russet-a dif-
ference of five percent for scab and twenty-six percent for russet. 
'Vith the lime and sulfur spray the difference was a loss of thirty-
four percent with the addition of arsenate of lead. The data in 
the following table show that the . amount of russet and scab on 
the fruit follows closely the percentage of copper sulfate in the 
spray. In this table three sets of data are so placed that the 
·relation between the values may be more readily understood. In 
une series the amount of copper sulfate is reduced pound by 
pound, while' the lime and arsenate of lead is constant; in the 
second, the lime and copper sulfate are both reduced equally; and 
2 
in the third, we have the results of a test of two interesting sprays 
to see if either was especially valuable . 
.BORDEAUX MIXTURE WITH VARYING AMOUNTS OF COPPER SULFATE AND LIME 1 
Percent Total picked crop Cost of spray Net 
Plat Treatment Value 5 ap- value Rus- No. Per Per per Scab set 1's Culls Bu. Valu~ per plica- plat bu. bu. bu. tions 
- --------t--- --
26 4-6 2-50 10.3 51.6 82.0 1.6 27.74 $19.36 -~ . 70 $2 .48 ~ .30 li~ $ .69 
36 4-4 2 50 12 .9 78.7 72,0 1.7 21 .64 14.56 .67 ~.42 .29 .013 .66 
Check ...... 6f.6 1.0 2.0 36 .0 4.87 1.81 .37 .00 .00 .000 .37 
38 3-4 2-50 15.9 67.0 72 .0 2 .5" 21.80 14 .62 .67 2.13 .26 .012 .6ti 
39 33 2-50 22.5 73.0 65.0 3.3 20.26 13.16 .65 2.10 .25 .012 .64 
40 2-4 2~50 26 .0 . 50.4 64 .0 4 9 . 20 .27 12.99 .64 1.82 .22 .011 .63 
41 2-2 2-50 20.4 69.6 67.0 3.4 33.24 21.77 .65 1.76 .21 .006 .65 
43 1-4 2-50 33.5 22.2 45.0 15.0 24.11 13.47 .56 1.52 .18 .008 .5-l 
42 2-6 4 2 50 31.5 26.4 46.0 13 .5 19.78 11.14 .56 2.10 .25 .013 .54 
27 
Check ...... 50.7 1.4 0.0 50.0 7.00 2.19 .31 .00 .00 .000 .31 
!6 2-50 8.8 42.1 72.0 3.8 26.50 17.62 .67 4.60 .56 .mn .64 
Plat No. 26 gives the highest net value of any in the series, 
sixty-nine cents per bushel, and this is three cents better than Plat 
No. 36 at sixty-six cents, which was sprayed with a four pound 
Bordeaux mixture, or what is termed standard strength. A sim-
ilar value was obtained in the case of four other plats having simi-
lar treatment except for the different method used in slaking lime. 
In some ways Plat No. 26 had the advantage over Plat No. 36 
where there · were several trees close by which were not sprayed 
during the season and with Plat No. 25· adjoining with no treat-
Inent for insects, it had very good opportunity to have a poor lot 
of · fruit. This was not the case, however, for they were as nice 
a lot of apples as on any of the plats. The excess of lime 
was placed on Plat No. 26 in order that the spray would be com-
parable with Plat No. 27 which received applications of Target 
Brand Quick Bordeaux. In studying this set of data it will be 
noticed that starting at the top of the column of percent o!' scab 
there is a steady ·increase in this percentage until Plat No. 27 is 
reached which received a spray similar to Plat No. 26, as the 
amounts of copper sulfate in the spray is likewise reduced, this 
gradual increase of the scab shows that a reduction of the copper 
sulfate in the spray controls the scab less efficiently. In the 
column of ·percent of russet there is not as marked a progre~sion 
from a high percent with the four pounds of copper sulfate to a 
1 For complete data see pages 37 and 39. 
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low percent of russet where one pound of copper sulfate was used 
in the spray, for the excess of lime has tended to reduce the 
amount of russeting in the case of the three and four pound 
sprays. A similar decrease in the percent of No. · 1 apples is 
observed, and correspondingly there is an increase in the amount 
of cull fruit. All of these factors influence the net value per 
bushel, a study of which will show some interesting variations. · 
These variations of a cent or two are small when considered in 
term~:.of value per bushel, but when taken in terms of increase in 
value per acre they show that it pays to use a spray which is 
effective in controlling insects and fungi. Take- for example, 
Plat No. 40 on which a two pound spray of copper sulfate, four 
pounds of lime and two pounds of arsenate of lead to fifty gallons 
of water was used, as compared with Plat No. 30 on which four 
pounds each of copper sulfate and lime was used w~th t:wo pounds 
of arsenate of lead and fifty gallons of water, the spray materials 
for Plat No. 40 cost $1.82 and for Plat No. 26 $2.42 for five 
applications of fifty gallons each, the net value of the fruit from 
Plat No. 40 is sixty-three cents and Plat No. 36 is sixty-six cents 
per bushel-a difference of three cents. Let us take for example 
two barrels or six bushels as the yield per tree at three cents 
increase in value per bushel or eighteen cents per tree and with 
49 trees per acre, we have a total increase, by using. the more 
efficient spray (Plat No. 36), of $8.82 per acre. This is after the 
spray materials have been paid for and represents the relative 
Yalue between the spray used on Plat No. 36, a very effective 
spray controlling orchard pests, and that used on Plat No. 40 
which is cheaper but less effective. 
BORDEAUX WITH IRON SULFATE 
The Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station advocates the use 
of a spray using iron sulfate to dilute the Bordeaux and help 
hold the spray on the foliage. Plat No. 42 gives the result when 
this spray was used thruout the season. In general it proved less 
effective than the regular four pound Bordeaux spray, its marked 
value being that it adheres better to the foliage thruout the season 
and is not as objectionable in co{'Or on the fruit as is the Bor-
deaux. The percent of russet was reduced half over that of 
Plat No. 40 which received a similar spray without the iron sui· 
fate; in ot~er respects it has the same value and efficiency as the 
one pound Bordeaux. The fruit sprayed with this formula was 
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not as good in appearance as Bordeaux sprayed fruit for it was 
more badly marked by curculio than the fruit from adjacent plats. 
The value of this spray is that it will stick to the foliage thruout 
the season and the color, a rusty brown, is not as noticeable on 
the fruit. By using the stronger four pound Bordeaux for the 
first two or three applications and this weaker spray after tl1e 
fruit has attained some size, we get the best satisfaction. 
TARGET BRAND QUICK BORDEAUX1 
The manufacturers of spray materials are ever ready to put 
on the market a spray preparation which they can sell at a good 
price, and the value of these preparations can only be determined 
by experience. Target Brand Quick Bordeaux is such a prepara-
tion which is composed of four pounds of finely ground copper 
sulfate in the bottom of a burlap sack on top of which and sepa-
rated by an oiled paper is six pounds of hydrated lime. The con-
tents of the sack, which is sufficient to make fifty gallons of Bor-
deaux mixture, costs seventy cents and the materials for the Bor-
deaux, made up at ·home, will cost fifty cents for the same amount 
. of spray; a saving of twenty cents. The Quick Bordeaux is more 
troublesome to prepare than the homemade spray, for the sack 
has to be worked in the hands forabout five minutes before all 
the material is in suspension, but when we have the stock solu-
tions of copper sulfate and lime handy, the tinie taken to pre-
pare the homemade mixture is very much less and the spray just ··· 
as good. In looking at the data for Plats Nos. 26 and 27 you will 
see that the value of the homemade spray (No. 26) is greater 
than the prepared (No. 27). This is due to a larger percent of 
No. 1 fruit and a lower cost for spray materials. This Target 
· Brand Quick Bordeaux preparation does not have enough value 
to give it a place in the commercial orchard. 
SPRAYING FOR CODLING MOTH 
After reading the results obtained in the Western states by 
the application of a single heavy spray of arsenate of lead just 
as the bloom falls, to control the codling moth, it seemed well to 
try the efficiency of this method in Illinois. All the plats devoted 
to this experiment were sprayed before the bloom with a Bordeaux 
spray of four pounds each of lime and copper sulfate and two 
pounds of arsenate of lead to fifty gallons of water, the sprays 
1 See page 39 for complete data: 
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ueing varied in the second application. In the second applica-
tion Plat No. 44 received a three pound Bordeaux with two 
pounds of arsenate of lead, Plat No. 45, a two pound spray with 
three pounds of arsenate of lead applied very heavily, and Plat 
No. 46 a spray of one and one-half pounds of arsenate of lead 
applied until the calyxes were filled with poison. The third~ 
fourth and :fifth applications were alike in all cases, three pounds 
of copper sulfate and lime, and two pounds of arsenate of lead 
which was omitted from the Bordeaux for Plat No. 46, this plat 
r ceiving no arsenical poison after the second application. The 
plats were grouped on the south slope of a ridge and being close 
to a wooded ravine received a great many curculio as they came 
from the forest trees into the orchard. 
A HEAVY APPLICATION OF ARSENATE oF LEAD FO R ConLJ:KG MoTH1 
Percent Totals picktd 
Treatment crop 
Cost of spray 
Net 
value in second Cod- Value 5 ap-
Plat application ling Cur- No. Culls Bu. Value per plica- Per Per per 
plat bu bu moth culi o 1's bu tions 
---l-----j·--1-------------------
44 3-3-2-50 2.16 ~7.3 47 10 22.7 :$ 13.25 $58 $2.17 Si ')g·~ ~ 0 11 ~.5" c 
45 2-2•3 50 1.32 74.2 50 ~ f&2." :!. v.':t:V ,Qt/ 2.21 .268 .008 ,58 
Check .... 14.54 97.7 0 53 7.5 :l.25 .30 .00 .000 .000 .30 
46 1!·50 9.80 96.1 16 44 15.0 5.60 .39 1.42 .170 .01.1 .38 
Check ........ ~ 100.0 0 71 2.6 .UO .23 .00 .000 .000 .23 
~~above table shows in the column of percent of No. l's that 
Plat No. 45 with the weak Bordeaux applied heavily had slightly 
the more fruit and less culls than Plat No. 44, altho the sprays 
were practically the same, due to the heavier applications on plat 
• No. 45. The codling moth was held in better check by the heavier 
application of the weak Bordeaux rather than by the western meth-
od, there being nearly seven times the percentage of codling 1not~L 
on Plat No. 46 as on Plat No. 45. Over half the apples on Plat 
No. 46 fell before harvesting time and together with the high 
percentage of curculio has influenced the :final result as much as 
any factor. The fruit was not very attractive due to the many 
·urculio Jl1arks and scabs, altho the percent of scab was below 
that of the other plats. The fruit from Plat No. 45 was of better 
~ize, color and general condition than that of any of the other 
plats in the group. : 
l For complete data see page 38. 
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The use of a single heavy application of arsenate of lead after 
the bloom falls does not appear to be of special value in Illinois, the 
climatic conditions being such that the use of a weak strength of 
Bordeaux with two pounds of arsenate of lead applied until one 
is sure that all the calyxes are filled, will be the most satisfactory. 
It is not wise to accept the conclusions of a single season's work 
as final and it is hoped that several of the growers will try this 
spray next season in order that we may have more grounds upon 
which to base our conclusions. 
CONCLUSIONS 
To sum up the results of the season's spraying experiments 
the following conclusions seem to be warranted: 
1. That two .pounds of arsenate of lead is as effective a 
spray as three pounds, especially when applied .alone. 
2. Arsenate of lead gives a better result as a spray than 
Paris green whether used alone, with Bordeaux mix-
ture or with lime and sulfur. 
3. Lime and sulfur when used as a summer spray by dilut-
ing the commercial material gave fine foliage and a 
good quality of fruit. The question of what dilution 
will be the most effective is unsettled. . 
4. TL•e second application of Bordeaux and arsenate of. lead 
to control scab and insects was the most valuable in 
1909. 
5. Bordeaux mixture made with four pounds each of copper 
sulfate and lime and two pounds of arsenate of lead 
to fifty gallons of water gave the best average results. 
while the same spray with six pounds. of lime gave the 
highest net value per bushel. 
G. The use of iron sulfate in Bordeaux a a ''dilution 
sticker" is better adapted as a spray for use after the 
fruits have attained some size rather than a spray 
during the entire season. This spray is very adhesive, 
remaining on the tree until picking time and being 
rusty brown in color is not as objectionable as Bor-
deax for use late in the season. 
7. Target Brand Quick Bordeaux is efficient but costs one-
third more than our regular hon1emade Bordeaux. 
8. The method f spraying heavily ·with arsenate of lead 
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just as the bloom falls to control the codling ~oth, 
is not adapted to Illinois conditions, upon the basis · 
of results of 1909 tests. The use of a weak Bordeaux 
and arsenate of lead applied in the same manner is 
more efficient. 
TIME OF APPLICATION OF SPRAYS FOR THE APPLE 
Winter .Spray.-While the buds are dormant spray with a so~ 
1 uti on of homemade lime and sulfur using fifteen pounds of lime 
.and fifteen pounds of sulfur with fifty gallons of water. This spray 
is for the San Jose scale and other scale insects and also as a gen~ 
-eral sanitary measure to remove the mosses and lichen~ which are 
found on the trees. This spray is to be made just before the buds 
burst or start in the spring and is .well to use it altho there is 
no scale present. 
4 pounds copper sulfate 
4 pounds lump lime 
2 pounds arsenate of lead 
50 gallons of water 
First Application.-When the lime and sulfur spray has not 
been applied and there is danger of scab this spray should be ap-
. plied. Use a Bordeaux mixture of four pound strength and spray 
thoroly.after the cluster buds have opened and before the blossoms 
.open. This will protect the unfolding buds and leaves from the 
scab. Where there are canker worms or bud moth it is desirable 
to add arsenate of lead at the rate of two poun~s to fifty gallons 
Bordeaux .. 
• 2 pounds copper sulfate 
2 pounds lump lime 
2 pounds arsenate of lead 
50 gallons water 
Second Application.-Immediately after the petals, fall or 
within a week, spray with a weak strength of Bordeaux-arsenate 
of lead mixture. This application is most important and with .. 
this weaker solution the application can be applied very heavily 
and effectively with less danger of injury. The codling moth 
larvre against which this spray is directed is most likely to start 
its burrow into the apple at the calyx end. The aim is to have 
the calyx of each fruit so filled with poison that the larvre will not 
enter the fruit. In order to do this the spray must be driven into 
the calyx cavity and be there in sufficient ·quantity to kill the 
insect. The calyx lobes are about s.-en days in closing and the 
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spray is to be applied during this time with a medium or coarse 
nozzle and ·with high . pressure, such as 180 to 200 pounds. As 
Bordeaux is vel'y lfable to injure the fruit, at this time, it is best to 
omit it entirely if there is no danger of scab and apply the arsenate 
of lead alone, following immediately with the third application. 
3 pounds copper sulfaoo 
3 pounds lump lime 
2 pounds arsenate o·f lead 
50 gallons water 
Third Application.-Ten days to two weeks later spray with 
Bordeaux mixture of the three pound strength with arsenical. 
This spray, is important for the c:urculio, codling moth, apple scab-
and leaf spot diseases. 
4 pounds copper sulfate, 
4 pounds lump lime 
2 pounds arsenate of lead 
50 gallons water 
Fourth Application.-Three weeks later, and five to six weeks 
after the fall of the bloom, which will be about the last of June, 
spray with the Bordeaux-arsenate of lead mixture of the four-
pound, or full strength. This is the first application for the bitter-
rot and also important for the apple blotch, curculio and leaf eat-
ing insects. 
Fifth Application.-Ten days later, or the first week of July,. 
use the four pound spray of Bordeaux and arsenate of lead for-
the codling moth, bitter rot, and apple blotch. This is important 
for the second brood codling moth . 
. Sixth Application.-The middle of July, and ten ·days after· 
1 he fiftp_, spray again with the same strength spray used in the 
fourth application. This spray is for the bitter rot, apple scab, 
apple blotch, fly-speck fungus, sooty blotch, and the leaf eating 
insects. 
Seventh Application.-The last week of July and ten days: 
• after the sixth application, spray with the same strength of spray 
for the same fungi and insects. If bitter rot has appeared by 
this time· this application will be needed to hold it in check and 
the time· of the n~xt will depend upon the weather conditions. 
Where the bitter rot has not appeared by the end of July the ap-
plication during the first week of August will be ·necessary. 
Eighth Application.-First week of August spray with a four 
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SPRAY OUTLINE 
Griggsville 1909 Flora 
1. Application Just before th~ bloom opened, April 27 to. 
May 3. 
2. Application Immediately after the· fall of the bloom 
May 11 to 14. · 
3. Application Ten days later. May 21 to 27 
. 4. Application About June 25. June 24 to 29. 
5. Application About July 15. July 14 to 16. 
DIRECTION FOR PREPARATION OF THE SPRAYS 
As the quantities used in spraying two trees (a plat) are· 
small and all ready for use, after dissolving in water, there will 
be no trouble in weighing, but care is required to see that the 
water is carefully measured so. the sprays will be of uniform 
strength. 
Slake the copper sulfate over night -in a two quart glas~ jar, 
the small cheese cloth sacks will hold sufficient material for most 
plats. Place the small sack in the jar and fill with the copper 
sulfate crystals and tie securely wth a cord to the top of the jar, 
. adding water to fill the jar two-thirds full and allow it to stand 
over night when the solution will be ready to use. See that the-
top of the sack is tied back over the top of the jar or part of the 
solution will be lost. 
Place the lumps of lime in a small pail and slake with a 
small quantity of water, being careful that neither too much or-
too little water is used. After slaking, allow to stand and com-
plete the action before diluting to five gallons. 
Dilute the lime and copper sulfate to 5 gallon each and 
after stirring thoroly, pour, with the help of your assistant, the 
two simultaneously into the mixing tub. Strain all the spray 
mixtures thru a fine 30 mesh strainer, being careful that all par-
ticles are carried thru by repeated washings. 
The arsenate of lead or Paris green is worked up first into 
a smooth paste and added to the ~ilk of lime before bringing the 
two liquids together to make Bordeaux. 
After each application clean out the nozzles, hose, tank, 
pails, strainers, etc., so that each application will be of the 
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strength called for. This cleaning is best done by first rinsing 
out the tank and then pumping clean water thru the hose, rod 
and nozzles.' The pails ar.e easily rinsed with water from the tub 
or water supply. 
To be of value the applications must. be carefully prepared 
and thoroly applied. 
Plat Trees 
Check. 1.. 
1. 2- 3. 
2. ·4- 5. 
3. 6- 7. 




SPRAYS TO BE TESTED 
Treatment 
Unsprayed - Check. 
Amount· 
50 gal. spray 
Grasselli's arsenate of lead. . . . . . . . . 3 pounds. 
Grasselli's arsenate of lead. . . . . . . . 2 pounds. 
Unsprayed - no sample. 
Target brand arsenate of lead. . . . . . 3 pounds. 
Sherwin-Williams' arsenate of lead. ·3 pounds. 
Unsprayed - Check. 
Homemade arsenate of lead, 
10 ounces soda arEenate. 
24 ounces acetate of lead. 
Directions. Mix the arsenate of soda in a quart of hot water and the 
acetate of lead in another and pour tne two simultaneously into the 





















Unsprayed, no sample. 
Sherwin-Williams' Paris green .... 1,4 pound. 
Lump lime. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pound. 
Ansbaucker Paris green ............ 1,4 pound. 
Lump lime ...................... 1 pound. 
Sherwin-Williams' Paris green equiva-
lent to 3 pounds of their arsenate of 
lead ........................... :1f2 pound. 
Lump lime ..................... 1 nound. 
Grasselli's lime and sulfur, 
1 gal. to 30 gal. water. 
Paris green .................... ~ pound. 
Grasselli's lime and sulfur, 1 to 30. 
Grasselli's lime and sulfur, 1 to 30. 
Arsenate of lead . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ~ pounds. 
Unsprayed - Check. 
Self-boiled lime and sulfur .... . 6 pounds each 





























34- 35. Self-boiled lime and sulfur .... 10 pounds each 
36. Unsprayed - Check. 

























Arsenate of lead ................ 3 pounds 
BORDEAUX SPRAYS 
1st and 2nd. applications ......... 4- 4- 2- 50 
Unsprayed - Check. 
2nd and 3rd. applications only .... 4- 4- 2- 50 
1st. application only .......... ..... 4- 4- 2- 50 
2nd. application only ............. 4- 4- 2- 50 
3rd. application only ............. 4- 4- 2- 50 
1st. and 3rd. applications only ..... 4- 4- 2- 50 
Unsprayed - Check. . 
Spray all three applications ........ 4 - 4- 2- 50 
Bordeaux mixture without arsenical 4 - 4 - - 50 
Bordeaux mixture with excess of lime 4- 6-2-50 
Target brand quick Bordeaux (1 pkg. 
to 50 gallons) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 - 6 - 2 - 50 
-Unsprayed - Check. 
Unsprayed. 
Bordeaux mixture with the li.me 
slaked as well as well as possible 
and then to add water and stop 
further action. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 - 4 - 2 - 50 
Bordeaux mixture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 - 4 - 2 - 50 
Lime slaked carelessly. 
Bordeaux mixture. St. Genevieve .... 4 - 4 - 2 - 50 
Lime slaked properly. 
Bordeaux mixture. Mitchell lime .. 4- 4- 2- 50 
Unsprayed - Check. 
Unsprayed. 
Bordeaux mixture with Tennessee 
lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 - 4 - 2 - 50 
Bordeaux mixture; 3 lb. arsenate 
of lead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 - 4 - 3 - 50 
Bordeaux mixture; 2 lb. arsenate 
of lead ................ ·. . . . . . . 4 - 4 - 2 - 50 
Bordeaux mixture; 14 lb. Paris 








90- 91. Bordeaux mixture excess of lime .. 3- 4- 2- 50 
92-93. Bordeaux mixture ............... 3-3-2-50 
94- 95. Bordeaux mixture excess of lime ... 2- 4- 2- 50 
96- 100. Bordeaux mixture with iron sulfate 
4 lbs. . ........... : ......... 2- 6- 4- 2- 50 
43. 101 - 102. Bordeaux mixture-excess of lime . . . 1 - 4 - 2 - 50 
44 103-104. Bordeaux mixture sprays 
1. application . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4- 4- 2- 50 
2, 3, 4, 5, applications .......... 3- 3- 2- 50 
45. 105-106. Bordeaux sprays in combination. 
1. application . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 - 4. - 2- 50 
2. applied very heavily ........ 2- 2-.3- 50 
3, 4, 5 applications ............. 3- 3- 2- 50 
Uheck. 107. Unsprayed- Check. 
46. lOS -109. Bordeal~x sprays in combinations. 1st.4- 4- 2- 50 
2. arsenate of lead only . . . . . . . . . 11j2 - 50 
Check. 
3, 4th, 5th. applications ....... , 3 .- 3 - - 50 
110. Unsprayed. 
Plats 44; 45 and 46 are to test the effect of 
heavy sprays ' of arsenate of lead for cod-
ling moth. 
32 
PLAT OF SAWDON ORCHARD- GRIGGSVILLE, ILL., 1909. 
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
X X X X X X X X X 1. 
X: X X X X X X X X 2. 
X /· X 61 w w m m m m 3. 25 . 
X . 62 X w 1 ck. 4. 
26. 1. 2. 
63 64 w 2 3 4 5 5. 
ck. 27. 3. 
67 66 65 w w 8 m 7 6 6. 
28. 4. 5. ck. 
X 68 69 70 9 10 11 12 7. 
30. 29. 7. 6. 
73 72 71 w w 16 15 14 1:1 8 . . 
31. 32. 8. 
74 75 76 77 w w 17 18 19 9. 
33. ck. 10. 9. 
80 79 78 w w m 22 21 20 10. 
34. 35. 11. 
81 82 83 84 w w 23 24 m 25 11. 
36. ck. 13. 12. 
87 86 85 w 29 28 27 26 12. 
37 ck. 14. 15. 
88 89 90 w 30 31 32 33 13. 
39. 38. clr. 16. 
X 93 92 91 w w 37 36 35 34 14. 
40. 41. 17. 18. ck. 
94 95 96 97 w 38 39 40 41 15. 
42. ck. 19. 
100 99 .b. 98 w w 44 43 42 16. 
43. ck. 20. 21. 
10i ]02 103 w w 45 46 47 48 17. 
44. 23. 22. 
105 104 w '!-! 51 50 49 18. 
45. ck. ck. 
106 107 w 52 m m m 19. 
ck. 46. 24. 
110 109108 w m 53 m 54 20. 
m m m m 21. 
X px px px w wp m wt m m 22. 
X X X X w w wt m m 23. 
X X X X w w m m m m 24. 
X X X :1( w w m m m 5.2 
X X X X w w m lll m 26. 
x-are Ben Davis trees. m -Milam. w- Wealthy. p-Pear. 
16. 
35 34 mAans that trees 35 and 34 are in plat 16. 
ck. stands for check trees. 
TABLE 1. .RE~ULTS OF TE. T OF VARIOUS .BRANDS OF AR EN ATE OF LEAD AND PARIS GREEN AT GRIGGSVILLE, ILL. 1909 
Tree I 
Percentages for all fruit 
Plat Treatment Rus- Our· 
I 
Uod- I O~herl Per-No. Scab. Decay set culio ling lll· No. 
moth sects feet 
Ok. ] Check, unsprayed .... . · ...... . ............ . . . .... ~ ................ . .... 86.52 8.32 .67 93.99 11.22 9.78 0.58 1 2- 3 Grasselli arsenate of lead, 3 pounds ..... . ............. . .... .. ............ 83.71 9.65 .20 69.12 1.02 5.99 4.13 
2 4- 5 Grasselli arsenate of lead, 2 pounds . ............ . ... . ........ . .... ....... 75.39 8.14 1.91 59.87 1.53 8.43 5.36 
0 6- 7 Unsprayed .......... . ................ ........ .... .... .' ............. .... 89 .20 8.24 .47 83.91 14.25 6.85 0 .61 t) 
4 8- 9 Target brand arsenate of lead, 3 pounds ..... . ... . ... . ...... . ............. 0.73 6.49 .46 69 ."42 0. 61 3.09 3.63 5 10-11 Sherwin-Williams arsenate of leacl , 3 pounds .. . .. ............ . .......... 88.40 7.47 .30 75 .51 1.37 3.73 1.60 Ok. 12 Check, unsprayed . . . .......................... . . . ... .......... .. ... . 86.87 10.54 .60 84.37 17.71 7.16 0.59 6 13-14 Homemade arsenate of leacl... . .. .. . . . . . . . ... . ..... ...... ........... 78.55 7.32 .91 66.20 4.65 4.04 3.96 7 15-16 Checked, unsprayed ....... · ............. . . ..... .. ..... . ... .. ...... . .. . . 90 .60 8.06 .18 91.81 14.54 5.21 0.60 
8 18 Sherwin· Williams Paris green, t pound . . ... .. . .......................... 89.67 6.04 .32 88.20 0.98 2.77 0.32 9 19-20 Ansbaucker Paris green, t pound ..... . ............ .. .................. .'. 88.27 9.17 .43 74.54 3.51 3.94 0.94 
10 21-22 Sherwin-Williams Paris green equal to 3 lbs. of their arsenate of lead, .. .... 
~pound .. . ............ . .................... .. .................. _ 78.77 11 .29 .63 75.68 0.63 2.55 2.64 
CoMMERCIAL GRADE AND VALUE OF PICKED FRUIT WITH CosT OF SPRAY MATERIALS 
Total crop Number 1 Number 2 Culls Totals Cost of spray 
material Plat. Net No. Per Value value 
cent Per Total Per Value Per Value Per Value Bu. Value per 50 gal. Per Per Per bu. 
wind- cent No. Bu. ~ent at 75c Bu. cent at50c Bu. cent at bu. 5app. plat bu. A-B 




Ok. 71.65 28.70 6071 0.00 00.00 0.00 1.50 37.50 .75 2.50 62.50 .315 4.00 1.07 .261 0.00 .000 .000 .261 
1 38.10 61.90 5~78 2.25 20.92 J.68 6.00 55 .88 3.00 2.50 23.25 .315 10.75 5.00 .465 1.65 .412 ~ ~ 2 30.80 69 .20 3305 3.00 25 .00 2.25 8.00 66.80 4.00 1.00 8.34 .125 12.00 6.37 .531 1.10 ~ 3 63.80 34.40 4915 0 .40 10.70 0.30 1.33 35.70 .66 2.00 53.60 .25 3.73 1.21 .32~ I~ 0 .000 .325 
4 37.20 63.0 4889 1.50 17.00 1.13 5.50 63.00 2.75 1. 75 20.00 ~ 219 8. 75 4.10 .469 1.65 .412 .047 .422 
qot 
5 30.60 69 .60 6654 2.00 16.00 1.50 6.00 48.00 3.00 4.50 36.00 .56 12.50 5.06 .405 1.65 .412 .033 .372 
Ok. 60.~0 39.50 3476 0.00 00.00 0.00 1.00 33.38 .50 2.00 66.66 .25 3.00 0.75 .250 .00 .000 .000 .250 
6 25.80 74.20 5430 5.50 41.50 4.12 6.00 . 45.25 3.00 1.75 13.25 .22 13 :2-5 7.34 .554 0 .70 .175 .013 .541 
7 63.00 37.00 5485 0.25 4.35 0.19 2.50 43 .50 1.25 3.0 52.15 .39 5.75 1.83 .318 0.00 .000 .000 .318 
8 63.90 36.90 2021 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.50 33.33 .25 1.0 66.66 . 13 1.50 0.38 .253 0.50 .825 .022 .231 
9 40.70 59 :4 8468 2.00 15.10 1.50 5.50 41.50 2.75 5.75 43 .40 .72 13.25 4.97 .375 0.50 .825 .006 .369 







TABLE 2'. RESULTS OF TEsT wrTH CoMMERCIAL AND. SELF-BoiLED LIME AND SuLFUR ALONE, AND WITH ARSENA'l'E OF LEAD, 
GRIGGSVILLE, Ju rNOIS, 1909 
Percentages for all fruit 
Tree 
Other Treatment Rus- Cur- Codling No. Scab. t>ecay in-set culio moth. sects 
. 
Commercial lime and sulfur 1 gallon to 30 gallons of wat r. r 
23-24 Lime and sulfur-Paris green t pound ....................... . .. ....... 53.19 9.26 .26 84.24 3.9 3.24 
25-26 Lime and sulfur alone .................. . ....... ....................... 38.85 t1.20 .58 71.53 25.03 3.38 






Check 29 Unspray'ed, check..... . ....... . ...................... . .. . ............ 94.94 8.37 .31 96 .68 10.74 7.74 0.00 
Self-boiled lime and sulfur in 50 gallons of water 
14 30-31 6 pounds sulfur, 6 pounds lump lime ..................... . ... ... ....... 88.81 8 .00 .00 90.55 22.38 5.34 0.51 
15 32-33 8 pounds sulfur, 8 pounds lump lime.... . . . . . . . . .............. ~ ....... 87.05 8.36 .45 83.72 18.43 4.07 0.40 
16 34-35 10 pounds sulfur, 10 pounds lump lime ........................ . ....... 67.18 8.06 .38 75 .30 29.55 "3 .92 0.38 
Check 36 r~~~~alse:~lf~~ .. 8' ib.' i~~p-ii~~ -~ith '3 ih: -~£ ~~~~~~t~ ·~~~~i.·.·.·:. ·. ·.:::::::: 89.32 7.71 .25 91.26 12.98 4 .11 0.25 17 37-38 85.30 7.49 .15 78.11 1.33 1.85 1.41 
CoMMERCIAL GRADE AND VALUE oF PICKED FRurr, WITH CosT oF SPRAY MATEIUALS 
Total crop Number 1 Number 2 Culls Totals Cost of spray material Net 
Plat Per 
value 
No. Value 50 gal. Per cent Per Total Per Value Per Value Per Value per Per Per bushel 
. wind- cent No. Bu. crnt at 75c Bu. cent at50c Bu. cent at Bu. Value bu. 5 app. p·lat bu. A- B 
·falls picked 12lc A. each B. 
- ------ --- - ---
11 51.80 48.20 3692 1.88 26.80 $1.41 3.75 53.50 '1.88 1.38 19.70 $.17 7.01 $3.46 .49 $2.40 $.291 $.041 $ .452 
12 56.20 43.75 4137 2.25 29.00 1.69 4.00 51.70 2.00 1.50 19.30 . 19 7.75 3.88 .50 1.80 .218 .028 .474 
13 24 .60 75 .60 4526 4.50 J4.60· 3.37 6.50 50.00 3.25 2.00 15.40 .25 13.00 6.87 .53 3.45 .409 .032 .497 











TABLE 3. EFFECTIVE TIME OF APPLIC~TJON OF BORDEAUX SPRAY. GRIGGSVILLE, ILLINOIS, 1~09 
Bordeaux spray-4 pounds copper sulfate, 4 pounds lump lime, 2 pounds arsenate of lead to 50 gailons water 
Percentages for total crop 
Tree Treatment Cur- Codling No . Scab. Decay Russet culio moth. 
41 U nAprayed-Check .... . ................. .... .. .............. .. .... . 88.59 5.53 0.11 82.95 16.02 
39-40 First and second applications . .... . ........ . ............. .. ......... 62.29 7.92 4.95 86 .13 5 .18 
42-43 Second and third applications .... . .. . . . .... ....... . . ... . ......... 34 .32 6.49 26.34 85:06 2. 78 
50-51 First and third applications . .. ... . . ....... . ....... .. .... · . . ..... . ... 22.67 5.17 43.63 82.74 3.37 
53-54 First, second and third applications ......... ... . .... .... .. .. . ... .. 43.32 11.24 21 .65 91.78 2.82 
52 Unsprayed-Check ...... . ...... . ... .. .... . .... . . : ..... . ............ 89.35 16.06 0.82 98.40 9.44 
44-45 First application only . . . . . . . . . ....... ..... ... . .. ..... ....... . .... 85.41 8.37 0.56 • 88.23 12.33 
Other Per-in- feet 
sects 
--
6.65 0 .56 






21 46-47 Second application only . ...... .. ...... . ............................ 49.47 5.50 22.00 87.45 3.12 3.93 3.04 
Third application only ......... . ... ... . . .. ....... ............ ..... Trees were not comparable with rest of series 22 48-49 
CoMMERCIAL GRADE AND VALUE OF PICKED FRuiT, WrrH CosT oF SPRAY MATERI.ALS 
Total Crop Number 1 Number 2 Culls Totals Cost of spray material 
Net 
Plat. Per Value 
value 
No, cent Per Total Bu. Per Value Bu. Per Value Bu. Per Value Bu. 50 gal Per P~r per 
wind- cent No. cent at 75c cent at 50c cent at 12~ Value per bu. 5 app. plat. bu. bu. 
falls picked A. B. A.-B. 
1--
Ck 65.0 35.0 2246 0.50 20.00 $0.37 1.00 40.0 $0.50 1.00 40.0 $.12 2.50 tl.OO $.400 $.00 $ .00 $.000 $.400 
18 54.0 46.1 6997 .3.17 26.25 2.38 6.67 56.1 3.34 2.25 18.6 .28 12.09' 6.00 .496 .97 .12 .010 .486 
19 31.3 68.7 3796 2.67 29.20 2.00 4.75 51.8 2.37 1. 75 19.3 .22 9.17 4.59 .505 .97 .12 .013 .492 
23 40.2 59.8 4347 2.50 27.80 1.87 4.50 50.0 2.25 2.00 22.2 .25 9.00 4.37 .486 .97 .12 .013 .473 
24 47.8 52.2 8099 1.83 13.50 1.37 6.12 45.1 3.06 5.57 41.4 .69 13.52 5.13 .378 1.45 .18 .013 .365 
Ck No data 
-
20 54.5 45 .5 1369 0 .05 2.84 0.04 0.93 52.9 0.47 0.78 44.3 .09 1. 76 0.60 .340 .48 .06 .033 .307 
21 45.3 54.7 3771 l. 75 25.00 1.31 3.50 50.0 1. 75 1.75 25.0 .22 7.00 3 .28 .469 .48 .06 .008 .460 
TABLE 4. VALUE OF ARSENICALS IN BORDEAUX MIXTURE. GRIGGSVILLE, lr-LINOIS, 1909 
Bordeaux mixture, four pounds of copper sulfate and four pounds lime to (.0 gallons water. Sprays applied five times 
I I 
Percentages for total crop 
Plat. Tree 
Other Treatment ' Rus- Cur- Codling Per-
No. No. Scab. Decay Eet culio moth in- feet sects 
25 61-62 4-4-50 No arsenical .. . .............. . .... .. . ... . . ..... ...... . . . . 7.14 7 .28 45.74 77 .00 14. 84 4.42 7.25 
35 83-84 4-4-50 Arsenate of leali 3 pounds ....... . . .. . .... . .... . ..... ...... . 15 .74 7.84 74.28 62.81 1.04 1.04 2 .65 
36 85-86 4-4-50 Arsenate of lead 2 pounds ............ . ............... . . . .. . 12 .89 4 .30 78 .69 67.54 2 .83 1.56 3.2~ 
37 37-88 4-4-50 Paris green t pounrl ..... •• 0 ... . . . . ..... . ..... . .... ... . . . .. 11 .06 6.60 77.27 81 .56 7.76 3.38 1.23 
Ck 89 No treatment . ......... .. ..... .. ... . ........ ...... ... . ....... .. .. 62.G5 L3 .5J 1.03 93 .20 20 .38 7.44 .68 
CoMMERCIAL GRADE AND VALUE OF PICKED FRUIT, WITH CosT oF SPRAY MATERIALS 




Per Per gals. per No. cent T otal Per Value Per Value Per Value Per Per cent · Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. Value per 5 ap- bu. bu. 




25 60.50 39.50 10~83 5.00 21.7 $ 3.75 15.50 67 .40 $ 7.75 2 .50 10. 90 I$ 0.31 23.00 Ul.81 $.514 $1 .32 $.16 ~.0070 $.507 
35 18 .00 82. 00 4042 14.50 74 .0 10. 87 5. 12 26 .00 2.56 0.00 0.00 .00 19.62 13.43 .684 2.97 .360 .Olf5 .665 
36 26 .50 73. 50 4611 15 .53 71.7 11 .65 5 . 75 26.60 2.87 0.36 1. 70 .04 21.64 14.56 .673 2.42 .294 .0135 .660 
37 27.70 72.30 5713 13.25 53.1 9 .95 9.75 39.00 4.88 1. 98 7.90 .25 24.~8 15.08 .604 1.82 .221 .0084 .596 
Ck 89.55 45. 00 ~021 0 .12 2 .4 0 .09 3.00 61.60 1.50 1. 75 36.00 .22 4.87 1. 81 .373 .00 .000 .0000 .373 
TABLE 5. BoRDEAUX MIXTURE MADE WITH VARYING AMoUNTS oF CoPPER SuLFATE AND LIME. GRIGGSVILLE, .ILLINOIS 1909 
(ALL PLATS WERE SPRAYED FIVE TIMES) 
Percentages for total crop 
Plat Tree Treatment Rus- Cur- Uod- Other No. ~0. Scab Decay set culio ling in-moth sects 
------
------
26 6B-64 4 6 - 2 - 50 . .. . .... . .. . . . .... ..... . ........ ..... . ...... . .... . 10 .32 8.29 51.55 57 .22 1.65 4.70 
36 85-86 4 - 4 - 2 - 50 .......... .... . .. .. . . . ..... ••••• • ••••••• • • • 0 •• 12.X9 4.30 78.69 67 .54 2.83 1.56 ( k. 89 Unsprayed. Check ..... . . . ....... . .. . . .. ......... . ........... . 62.65 13.51 l.03 93.20 20.38 7.44 
38 90-91 3 - 4 - 2 - 50 . .... . ........ . .. ..... .. ....... . ... . ... . ... . ... . 15.88 5.41 67.17 77.63 0.97 2.30 
39 92-93 3 - 3 - 2 - 50 ................... . ...................... . ....... 22.50 5.40 73.23 65.44 2.38 1.65 
' 40 94-95 2 - 4 - 2 - 50 ........ ... . .... .. .... .... .... .... .. . . . . ... .. . .. 25.98 4.48 50.41 84 .20 1.88 2.50 
41 96-97 2 - 2 - 2 - 50 ..... • • • • • 0 0 • • •• 0 ~ • 0 • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 •• 0 • • • • 0 • • • • 0 •• 20.39 7.99 69.62 80.44 2.56 3.27 
Ck. 98 U11sprayed. Check ... . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . ... . ........... 0 •••••• • 0 50.72 15.07 1.36 99 .02 18.91 6.57 
42 99-100 2 - 6 - 4 Fe2S04 - 2 - 50 .. ... ............ .. . . .. . ... .... . . ... 31 .48 9.24 26.38 89.32 8.15 5.37 
43 101-102 1 - 4 2 - 50 ....... . ..... . ... . . .. .. ..... . .. . . . .............. . . 33.M 8.16 22.24 90.58 3.40 5.47 
CoMMERCIAL GRADE AND VALUE oF PrcKED FRUIT, WITII Uosl' OF SPRAY MATERrALs 
Total crop Number 1 Number 2 Culls Totals Cost of spra.y material 
Plat Per Per Value Value 50 gal. Per No. cent cent Total Bu. Per Valne Bu. Per Value Bu. Per at Bu. Value bu. 5ap- Per bu. wind- picked No. cent at 75c cent 1t 50c cent 12~c crop A. plica- plat B. falls tions 
---
--~16816 . 22 . 751~ - --1------ ------ - ------26 33.0 $17 .50 4.50 16.4 ~2.25 0.49 1.6 $ .06 27.74 $19.36 .698 $2.48 $ .301 .0108 
36 26.5 73.5 4611 15.53 71.7 ]] .65 5.75 26.6 2.87 0.36 1.7 .04 21.64 14.56 .673 2.42 .294 .0135 
Ck. 55.0 45.0 ~021 0.12 2.4 0 .09 3.00 61.6 1.50 1.75 36.0 .22 . 4.87 1.81 .373 0.00 .000 .0000 
38 19.7 80.3 4061 15.75 72.3 11.80 5.50 :.:5 .2 2.75 0.55 2.5 .07 21.80 14.62 .671 2.13 .257 .0118 
39 29.5 70.5 4610 13.17 o5.o 9.87 6.42 31.7 3.21 0.67 3.:3 .08 20.26 13 .16 .650 2.10 .255 .0125 
40 23.7 76.3 4241 12.92 63.8 9.70 6.35 31.3 3.17 1.00 4.9 .12 20.27 12.99 .641 1.82 .221 .0109 
41 24.7 75.3 6739 22.25 66.9 16 .69 9.87 29.7 4.94 1.12 3.4 .14 33.24 21.77 .654 1.76 .213 .0064 
Ck. 53.8 46.2 :2654 0.00 0.0 0.00 3.50 50.0 l. 75 3.50 50.0 .44 7.00 2.19 .312 0.00 .000 .0000 
42 26.9 73.1 4168 9.00 45.5 6.75 8.11 41.0 4.015 2.67 13.5 .33 19.78 11.14 .564 2.10 .254 .0129 






























TABLE 6. Is A HEAVY APPLICATION oF ARSENATE oF LEAD AFTER 'l'HE BLooM FALLs, SuFFICENT To CoNTROL THE CoDLING MoTH? 
GRIGGSVILLE, lLLINOIS1 1909. 
PLATS SPRAYED FIVE TIMES EACH. 
Percentages for total crop -. 
Plat. Tree Treatment Cur- Codling Other Per-No. No. Scab. Decay Russet culio moth insects feet 
' 
----------------
44 103-104 4-4 2-50 1st spray 
3-3-2-50 4 sprays .......... ... ....... ... ......... . ..... ......... 15.36 8.27 74.23 87.29 2.16 4.92 .78 
45 105-106 4-4-2-50 1st spray 
2-2-3-50 2nd spray 
3-3-2-50 3-4-5· spray ................................. .. .......... 18.19 8.3 70.27 74.25 1.32 3.55 1.11 
Ck 107 Unsprayed-Check .... : ......................................... 61.14 13.16 1. 76 97.70 14 .54 5.11 .34 
46 108-109 4-4·2-50 1st spray 
1! ·50 Heavy app. 2nd spray 
3-3-0-50 3-4·5 spray .............. ........................ ...... ,. 13.13 11.21 82.00 96.15 9.80 5.72 .25 
Ck 110 Unsprayed-Check ..... , ...................... . .. .............. 57.50 15.38 2.27 100.00 26.22 7.82 .00 
CoMMERCIAL GRADE AND VALUE OF PrcKED FRuiT, WITH CosT oF SPRAY MATERIALs 
Total crop Number 1 Number 2 Culls Totals Cost of spray materi~l 
Plat. .Per Per Val- Va'ue 
Net value 
Per 
No. cent cent Total Bu. Per Value Bu . Per Value Bu. Per ue Bu. Value per 50 gal. Per Per bu. 
wind· pick- No. cent at 75c cent at 50c cent at bu. 5 app . plat bu. A. - B. 




--:------ - --- -- --
44 21.7 78.3 4301 10.67 47.0 $ 8.00 2.17 43.4 $4.93 2.17 9.6 .!?71 22.71 -513.25 ~.582 $2.17 .;:.263 $.0115 $.5705 
45 24.6 75.6 8024 16 .50 50.5 12.35 13 :25 40.5 6.67 3.00 9.0 .375 32.75 19 .40 .593 2.21 .268 .0082 .5848 
Ck 54.8 45.2 3277 0 .00 0.0 0 .00 3.50 46.6 L75 4.00 53.4 .500 7.50 2.25 .299 0.00 .000 .0000 .2990 
46 46.2 53.8 5742 2.37 15.8 1. 77 6.00 40.0 3.00 6.62 44 .2 .828 14.99 5.60 .3'37 1.42 .172 .0115 .::S755 
Ck 68.0 37.0 1521 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.75 28.6 0.37 1.86 71.4 .232 2.61 0.60 .233 0.00 .000 .0000 .2330 
Plat. 
No. 
TABLE 7· TEsTs Rl>LATING TO THE METHOD oF SLAKING Ln.IE; VARIOus BRANDS oF LIME AND PREPARED BoRDEAux. PLAT 
WERE SPRAYED FIVE TIMES, ExcEPT AS NOTED. GRIGGSVILLE, ILLINOIS, 1909 
Percentages for total crop 
Tree 
No. Treatment Cur- Codling Other Per-Scab. Decay Russet 
culio moth. insects feet 
-- ---------
--------
26 63-64 4-6 2-50 ...... ... ............. . .......... . .. . ............. . ...... 10.32 8.29 51.55 57.22 1.65 4.70 1.24 
'27 65 66 4-6-~-50 Target Brand Bordeaux . . .... .... . ........ . ............... 8.79 5.76 42.05 48.65 2 . 6~ 3.07 4.03 
28 68 -69 Unsprayed-Check . . . . ... . .... .. . . . . .. . ....... . ........ . ....... . 65.13 13.28 1.47 94.07 15.31 6.38 0.52 
Ck 67 Unsprayed-Check ........... . .. . ................. ........ .... 53 .31 7.31 3.39 78.22 12.19 8:19 4.79 
29 70-71 4-4-2-50 drownd lime .... . .......... . . . ....... .. .. . .............. 10.86 4.77 59.03 71.62 2.56 3.46 7.54 
30 72-73 4-4-2-50 careless slaking ............. . ...... . ... . ............... 8.43 4.83 43.83 63.88 0.92 3.01 11.40 
31 74-75 4-4-2-50 St. Genevieve (proper) ....... .. . ... . . . . ........... . .... . 14.41 4.04 31.33 . 68.21 1.29 3.42 11 .05 
32 76-77 4-4-2-50 Mitchell lime ( 4 ap~.) . . . . . . . . . .. . ........... . .. . . .. .... . 38.28 7.06 60.51 80 .98 3. 37 3.23 1.92 
Ck 78 Unsprayed- Check.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 58.42 12 .96 1.90 97 .99 16.76 5.70 0.67 
33 79-80 Unsprayed- Check ........ . .. . . . . ... . . . . . ..... . ........... . .... 61.85 10.52 3.99 95.95 21.21 6.59 0.23 
34 81-82 4-4-2-50 Tennessee (3 app.) ....................... . ... ............ 52.26 8.34 32.29 85.97 9.73 3.56 1.04 
CoMMERCIAL GRADE AND VALUE oF PICKED FRUIT, WITH CosT OF SPRAY MATERIALS 
Total Crop Number 1 Number 2 Culls Totals Cost of spray material 
Net 
Plat Per Value Value Per Value No. cent Pick- Total Per Value • Per Value Per per per bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. at Bu. Value 50 gal Per bu. wind- ed No. cent at 75c cent at 50c cent 12tc bu. 5 app plat B. A. - B. falls A. 
-------~ ---- - -- -- - -------
26 33.0 67 .0 6816 22.75 82.00 f,17.05 4.50 16.40 '$2.05 0.49 1.60 $.06 27.74 $19.36 .698 $2.48 $.301 $.108 $.687 
27 32.9 67.1 6681 ]9.00 71.80 14.25 6.50 24.40 3.25 1.00 3 80 .12 26.50 17 .62 .666 4 .60 .558 .021 .645 
28 57.1 42 .9 8707 1.50 7.40 1.12 13.75 67.00 6.87 5.25 25.60 .66 20-.50 8.65 .422 .00 .000 .000 .422 
Ck 74 .9 25 .1 1871 0.00 0.00 .00 1.00 40.00 0.50 1.50 60 .00 .19 2.50 0.69 .276 .00 .000 .000 .276 
29 32.7 67.3 4086 13 .50 75 .00 10.11 4.25 23.00 2.12 0.27 1.50 .03· 18.02 12.26 .680 2.42 .294 .016' .664 . 
30 40.4 59.6 7051 20.50 79.50 15.10 4.42 17.20 2.21 0 .84 3.30 .10 25.75 17.44 .676 2.42 .294 .011 .665 
31 38.5 61.5 7193 19.11 69.50 14.34 7.50 27 .20 3.75 0 .92 3.30 .11 27.53 18.20 .662 2.42 .294 .011 .651 
32 26.6 73 .4 5511 13 .00 57.10 9.75 8.50 37 .40 4.25 1.~5 -5.50 .16 22.75 14.16 .623 1.92 .233 .010 .613 
Ck 58.0 42.0 1914 0.12 2.90 0.09 2.50 60.70 1.25 1.50 36.40 .19 4.12 1.63 .396 .00 .000 .000 .396 
33 5~.0 41.0 3127 0.62 8.10 0.46 4.25 55 .70 2.12 2.75 36.20 .34 7.62 2.92 .386 .00 .000 .1100 .386 
34 27.0 70.0 6768 11.75 49.50 8.82 9.75 41.00 4.88 2.25 9.50 .28 23.75 13.98 .589 1.44 .174 .007 .582 
